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She was 18 years old when she, along with more than 45 people, including family members, became part of the exodus of so-called Cuban balseros ... its value for the first time since the 1959 ...
Stories of Cubans in Orlando are diverse, but all suffered as victims of dictatorship
The protests calling for "Fatherland and Life" in Cuba have been met with military tanks and censorship by the Cuban government. University of ...
Protests in Cuba: beginning of new revolution?
Accusing the U.S. of masterminding and financing the massive protests in Cuba this week, the island’s foreign minister issued a veiled threat that American actions could trigger a new exodus of Cubans ...
Blaming U.S. for protests, Cuba official says actions could trigger exodus from the island
Imagine checking your smartphone in 1776 and finding this from @realThomasJefferson: “So many people are saying we need this Declaration. It’s something really special for our great country. King Geor ...
Poor Elijah’s Almanack: Our mutual pledge
The most interesting pieces of news, insight and information from around the world, delivered to you by SmartCompany Plus.
Free pizza as a workplace revolution substitute, the US retail worker exodus, and a boom for Black-owned businesses
Exodus 1 follows Joseph’s death in Egypt ... “They are the mothers of a revolution waged by women,” writes womanist scholar Wilda Gafney. “They likely enlisted untold numbers of birthing-women and ...
How the midwives Shiphrah and Puah mock the violence of empire
Dominic Meng-Hsuan Yang examines one of the least understood migrations in modern East Asia - the human exodus from China to Taiwan when ... Yang lays bare the traumatic aftermath of the Chinese ...
The Great Exodus from China
Gatundu South MP Moses Kuria now says UDA's win in the coming Kiambaa mini-poll will be a confirmatory test that the Ruto-led outfit will be a force in 2022.
Moses Kuria: Kiambaa Win Will Be an Eye-Opener For Jubilee, Eminent Exodus Expected
Prime Minister Boris Johnson confirmed Thursday that most British troops have left Afghanistan, almost 20 years after the U.K. and other Western countries sent troops into the ...
Johnson confirms most British troops have left Afghanistan
Why the exodus? Workers are used to the flexibility ... Even lawyers are joining the freelance revolution through talent platforms like Axiom Law and UpCounsel. So how can you take the leap ...
This Is How You Can Join The Freelance Revolution
Union forces captured New Orleans and Baton Rouge in the spring of 1862, prompting a mass exodus of Confederate ... up the specter of (the Haitian Revolution and slave revolt in) St. Domingue ...
Lincoln’s 'laboratory': How emancipation spread across South Louisiana during Civil War
Aspiring Youth Organizer for the Tema East branch of the National Democratic Congress (NDC) is predicting what he calls a massive democratic revolution ... will be like an exodus for the NPP ...
2024 is year of exodus for NPP - Aspiring Youth Organizer of NDC
At first glance, it looks like a small revolution is happening in retail. Nearly 650,000 workers in the sector quit their jobs in April, the biggest number in over 20 years, as Abha Bhattarai ...
What you’ve heard about people quitting their jobs might be wrong
GMB said that the “ill-thought through” plans could lead to a staff exodus. National officer Rachel Harrison ... did not deny the report. You can’t buy a revolution, but you can help the only daily ...
Mandatory jabs could lead to ‘staff exodus’ from care homes, unions warn
The Prime Minister dismissed predictions of a disastrous exodus from central London and ... Mr Johnson hit back at claims that the home working revolution sparked by Covid will be permanent.
City centres will roar back to life as lockdown ends, says Johnson
There are no records in China of any exodus, for example, only accounts published in Taiwan ... Benny, however, remains in China and suffers greatly during the Cultural Revolution. Finally he too gets ...
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